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Abstract 

Geo raster web services provide access to detailed and rich sets of geospatial 

information used in multidisciplinary earth system science research, such as solar, 

atmosphere, ocean, cryosphere, solid earth, and biosphere research. However, the 

heterogeneity of services deployed in these disciplines tends to weaken the 

interoperability of today’s highly multidisciplinary earth system science research. 

Several syntactical and semantic approaches have been investigated, such as 

similarity assessment, inconsistency resolution and standardization, to overcome this 

heterogeneity obstacle. Among them, standardization is a promising approach, which 

has the potential to achieve interoperability by combing methods of best practices and 

making them generally accepted within communities at large. Families of geo service 

standards have been developed and maintained by international organizations, such as 

the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) and the International Standardization 

Organization (ISO). To ensure the interoperability of implementations which claim to 

adhere to those standards, conformance testing programs have been set up by some of 

the standardizing bodies. For instance, the OGC has set up a conformance testing 

program with open test for each OGC standard. This constitutes a more 

comprehensive conformance testing in the field of geo web services than human 

inspection and closed source approaches. The approach follows a specification-based 

black box approach. This approach organizes specification requirements as assertions 

and groups them by functional modules. However, there is no methodology to 

coherently classify these assertions; neither the maturity of derived tests nor their 

completeness can be proven based on this approach. 

  The goal of this thesis is to establish a model to evaluate an existing standardization 

approach and to evaluate the extent to which the specification itself supports the 

evaluation of confidence in service implementations, tests and test results. We propose 

a Request Parameter Relationship Analysis approach to master service testing 

complexity and maturity. Deductive reasoning is used to address reference output 

adoption according to the corresponding conditional statements and service facts. By 



 

addressing the relations among individual conformance statements, we propose the 

integrated dependency and goal model. We present a sequential evaluation schedule 

and prove the stable status in an isolated testing environment. These approaches 

provide a basis for analyzing service compliance, test maturity, and the validity of 

global statements. As our study example, we use the OGC WCS standard series as it 

offers a suitably formalized model for conformance testing. These approaches are 

applied to a real-life application, concretely testing the OGC WCS 2.0 geo service 

standard. The outcomes of this thesis contribute to the development of specifications, 

services and test suites for several standards whose normative conformance tests are 

specified using our approach. As a result, improved interoperation of geo raster web 

services under evolving implementations is expected in the future. 
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1 Introduction 

Geo raster web services provide access to detailed and rich sets of geospatial 

information used in the multidisciplinary earth system science research, such as solar, 

atmosphere, ocean, cryosphere, solid earth, and biosphere research. The use of 

internet and related technologies for accessing such geospatial data, as well as for 

performing basic queries and processing on these data, allows us to find, share, 

combine and process geospatial information more easily. However, the heterogeneity 

of services constitutes a barrier to service interoperability. To ensure better global 

sharing of geospatial information in a heterogeneous world of geospatial web services, 

a series of corresponding principles that have been applied to geo service standards 

have been defined by international organizations such as the Open Geospatial 

Consortium (OGC), in collaboration with ISO, which are currently the main driving 

forces in open standards for interoperable geo services. The corresponding 

conformance testing programs have been set up to ensure interoperability of 

implementations that claim to adhere to the specifications. While such testing poses 

challenges in itself, the extent to which the specifications themselves support testing 

of implementations is also significant. For example, the designed test cases may be 

too many or too few to test a specified requirement; the truth evaluation of a 

conformance statement is undecidable when its dependency is unknown. 

1.1 Motivation  

Consider the following simple cutout retrieval. Assume that a request is sent to a geo 

raster web service to obtain a subset area of a 2-D image (see Figure 1). 
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  The result is a cutout image in a specified encoding format. The question arises 

how a machine can verify that the service does not misinterpret the corresponding 

specifications and provides the data correctly. Obviously, a successful cutout 

operation depends on the proper cutout action, format encoding and transfer. Unless a 

test machine is intelligent enough to digest the underlying geospatial semantic, it will 

accept images which actually are pseudo compliance results. For example, the above 

image may represent a 2-D image of the same size as the request but in a different 

spatial area, a rotated coordinate system, false pixel values or any other falsified 

image result (see Figure 2).   

 

                           
Figure 1 Subset area obtained from a false color city image  

(source: http://www.earthlook.org/) 
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  This scenario gives rise to the following questions: 

• How much do you trust your services?  

• How many tests are sufficient? 

• How much do you trust the tests?  

• Do they cover everything?   

• How can you analyze your test results?  

• How do you know you can trust the “Yes” or “No” results? 

1.2 Conformance test  

In software engineering, a rich variety of testing approaches has evolved, such as 

traditional testing technologies, formal proof [26], the semi-formal approach [83] and 

integration approaches [83]. Due to the inherent complexity of most systems, testing 

can only examine certain aspects of all possible system behaviors, as stated by 

? 

(a) result of different area             (b) result in a rotated coordinate system 

 (c) result with wrong pixel intensities      (d) otherwise wrong result 

 
Figure 2 Pseudo compliance images 
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Dijkstra [21], “Program testing can be used to show the presence of bugs, but never to 

show their absence.” Different testing approaches test software from different aspects. 

Conformance testing determines whether a system meets specified requirements. The 

aim is to gain confidence in the behaviors of the implementation with respect to 

specified requirements. A conformance statement asserts which specific requirements 

are met. 

1.2.1 Standardized conformance testing 

ISO 19105 [50] is a standard that provides the framework, concepts, and methodology 

for conformance testing in the field of digital geographic information. Since 

geographic information is complex and has many particular aspects such as spatial 

reference systems as stated in ISO 19111 [51], metadata as stated in ISO 19115 [52] 

and spatial characteristics of coverages as stated in ISO 19123 [53], this International 

Standard specifies its framework based in part on ISO 9646-1, ISO 10303-31 and ISO 

10641. ISO 9646-1 [54] describes conformance testing methodology and the 

framework of Open Systems Interconnection (OSI). This standard specifies a general 

methodology for testing the conformance of a product to OSI specifications which the 

product claims to implement. ISO 10303-31 [55] describes conformance and testing 

in industrial automation systems and integration. ISO 10641 [56] describes 

conformance and testing for computer graphics and image processing.  

1.2.2 General approaches for conformance testing 

1.2.2.1 Formal correctness proof 

Formal methods use rigorous proofs of correctness in which the conformance of an 

implementation can be conclusively and exhaustively demonstrated [26]. For example, 

array algebra [65] is used to define the unambiguous and operational semantics of 

multi-dimensional raster operations by Gutierrez [2]. This mathematically-based 

technique proves that if the input values satisfy certain constraints, the produced 

values will satisfy certain properties. The mathematical method contributes to system 

reliability and robustness. However, the agreement between formal proofs and 

practical implementations still needs to be tested by the use of falsification testing. 
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1.2.2.2 Semi-formal methods 

The semi-formal methods impose some formality and support refinement activities, 

such as the use of semi-formal UML descriptions [83]. The symbols used in graphical 

notations are mainly analogous to real-world objects as stated by Bauer et al. [40] and 

Stenning et al [37]. This enables system requirements to be specified more naturally, 

and thus promotes better understanding. Although a semi-formal method is easier to 

understand and to apply, its semantics is always ambiguous without a precisely 

defined translation to a formal language. As stated by Dong [28], the graphical 

notations are sometimes imprecise, ambiguous, unclear and lack expressive strength.  

1.2.2.3 Falsification testing 

Falsification testing is a practical means of conformance testing [50]. Unlike the 

formal correctness proof approach, the use of falsification testing does not guarantee 

that the testing provides complete coverage of the requirements. It detects errors in an 

implementation by running specific tests that test an implementation against its 

relevant requirements. Therefore, it can only be used to conclude that an 

implementation has not been implemented to conform to its corresponding 

requirements.  

1.2.3 Suitable approaches for Web service conformance testing 

A web service is on the internet and makes data retrieval or processing available to the 

general public. This means that the major challenges faced by the testers of web 

services are different compared to traditional desktop applications. The distributed 

nature of web services needs to be considered before exploring different types of 

testing techniques as stated by Prazen [45]. While white-box testing and mutation 

testing [77] are not recommended due to lack of source code knowledge, black-box 

testing provides rapid functional testing that can be used across distributed services. 

By leveraging the rich information presented in service descriptions, Yunus and 

Rizwan [82] advocate that gray-box testing is ideal for detecting defects within a 

Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) by considering the distributed nature of web 

services. A number of different approaches, including their combination, can be used 
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for conformance testing as stated by Razali [83], the selected approaches depend on 

the specified domain criteria. In this research, we deal with services which are tested 

only with respect to their functional requirements. The internal structures of these 

implementations are not accessible, therefore, we only use black-box conformance 

testing. Usually, an implementation is evaluated based on its testing results. 

Additional works, such as evaluations of test maturity and result validity, improve 

confidence in testing results. 

1.3 Array and Raster Web Services  

In earth system research, raster data incorporate the use of arrays of arbitrary sizes 

and dimensions, so-called Multi-dimensional Discrete Data (MDD), where a 

geographic area is divided into array cells. Raster is a special case of geospatial 

coverage as defined in ISO 19123 [53] that can be used to represent phenomena that 

vary continuously over space. A coverage associates a position within a 

spatiotemporal domain to a record of values of defined data types [53].  

  Array algebra is a formal framework for describing arrays and their operations for 

manipulating arrays. Research of Gutierrez and Baumann [2] shows that fundamental 

geo raster operations can be derived according to array algebra. The derived 

preconditions and post conditions provide a formal guarantee on pixel level 

correctness of the corresponding applications, such as standardized raster services 

[66].    

  A set of formal algebra and calculus approaches have been done on array modeling 

[65], such as AQL [39], AML [4], RAM [8], and array algebra [73]. Recently, more 

raster data models have emerged in the field, such as SciDB [76], AQuery system [3], 

Maier and Howe’s ADT/blob based model [10]. Baumann and Holsten [74] present a 

set of mappings among these array models, such as mappings from AQL, AML and 

RAM models to array algebra. The research shows that array algebra can express each 

of these models by inspecting all relevant aspects of both data models and operations. 

The research also shows that the inverse does not hold.  
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2 State of the Art 

2.1 Test search space  

Test search space is the set of all possible tests. Model-based testing, such as the 

works done by Belinfante et al. [1] and Fraser et al. [24], creates flexible and useful 

automation on test generation process. The model used describes the system under 

test (SUT) as an abstract, partial representation of the desired SUT behavior. Tests 

derived from such a model are functional ones at the same level of abstraction as the 

model. When considering a structural model, an exhaustive search of all combinations 

of all variables is trivial, but impossible if a continuous variable exists. A random test 

generator may create many tests, but may fail to satisfy all specified requirements 

without formal constraints as stated by Bin et al. [20]. Constraint programming [11] 

can be used to select tests that satisfy specific constraints by solving a set of 

constraints over a set of parameters. Under this approach, a solution found by solving 

the set of constraint formulas can be served as tests. Furthermore, numerous works 

have been done on equivalence class partitioning and boundary analysis [48][88] to 

condense test search spaces, such as edit distance measurement [87], extreme values, 

and structure similarities [33]. Each variable has its equivalence classes. To assemble 

these separately partitioned results, the complexity of cross-product computing is 

exponential. To design minimum necessary and specification-consistent test cases, 

specification-consistent constraints, need to be used to reduce unnecessary cases.  

2.2 Test oracles  

In software engineering, a test oracle is a mechanism used by software testers and 

software engineers to determine whether a test has passed or failed [80]. There are 

many different test oracle approaches [16][17][18][80] that can be used to generate, 

capture, and compare test results. Douglas describes classes of oracles for various 

types of automated software verification and validation; these include true oracle, 

stochastic oracle, heuristic oracle, sample oracle and consistent oracle [17]. “Different 
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oracles may be used for a single automated test and a single oracle may serve many 

test cases” as stated by Douglas [17]. However, more specific domain knowledge 

needs to be considered when testing a standardized service, such as types of geo 

services. Limited by human processing capabilities, it is not satisfactory to have a 

human to inspect machine-oriented messages in the automated testing of web services. 

Obviously, machine-oriented oracles are more suitable for testing service 

infrastructures on the fly. Based on these investigations, several suitable approaches, 

such as model checking, consistency verification, feature sampling and test 

combination, are preliminarily discussed by Yu [36]. However, how to adopt these 

oracles without human intervention is still missing from these approaches. With some 

suitably expressed specifications which can be digested by the machines, this process 

can be automated without the participation of domain experts.  

2.3 Conformance statement evaluation 

Traditionally, conformance testing investigates whether a product or system adheres to 

defined properties. Two-valued logic provides truth values indicating true and false 

results. Finite-valued [41][30] or infinite-valued (e.g. fuzzy) logics [90] provide more 

expressive capabilities for evaluation results. For example, Kleene’s three-valued logic 

[42][43] can provide such expressiveness by adding a third truth value to address 

unexplored facts. To derive global validity of conformance statements, statement 

dependency relationships are needed to keep track of consistencies. On the overall 

orchestration of conformance statements, so as to ensure global validity of testing 

results, traditional graph theory approaches or Dependency Structure Matrix [63] 

(DSM) helps to sequentialize the evaluation process. Among them, several projects 

have been done on ordering the cycles in non-singular strongly-connected components. 

For example, Kung et al. [15] remove a random edge to break cycles, and Le Traon et 

al. [91], Tai and Daniel [38], Hewett et al. [81] and Briand et al. [34] deploy removal 

strategies according to the number of incoming and outgoing edges. Kraft et al. [47] 

remove edges according to a dependency weight function. These serializations lose 

dependency information of the set of removal edges. These may introduce 
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inappropriate conclusions in the assessment of global validity of conformance 

statements. Similar work in the 80's and early 90's is based on truth maintenance 

systems (TMS). Dependency analyses in strongly-connected components (SCCs) were 

performed, for instance, by Goodwin [31][32] to keep track of dependencies and detect 

inconsistencies. However, the cases in which logically dependent relationships occur 

are only considered in two-valued logic. Evaluation of validity of global conformance 

statements among cross-platform services can substantially increase the confidence of 

users, especially vendors and other information professionals, that specification-based 

products provide reliable results. 

2.4 The derived quality model 

ISO 9126 provides an internationally standardized view for evaluating software 

quality. ISO 9126-1 standard1 [58] classifies software quality in a structured set of 

quality attributes. It provides a framework for organizations to define a quality model 

for a software product. Based on this framework, more specific quality models can be 

derived for specific tasks. To address the questions raised by our motivation in 

Section 1.1, we consider the aspects of the provided services, designed test cases and 

test results in the conformance assessment process. Respectively, we consider 

functionality compliance, maturity and analyzability as their quality attributes. We 

leave out the other aspects because measurements of these fit well with our research 

objectives as stated in Section 2.5. 

  By specifying target values for quality metrics, the degree of presence of quality 

attributes can be measured. There are three metric categories for ISO 9126-1 quality 

evaluation. Specifically, they are internal, external and quality in use metrics. The 

internal metrics, which are specified in ISO 9126-3 [60], are used to measure the 

quality of the intermediate deliverables and thereby predict the quality of the final 

products. The external metrics, which are specified in ISO 9126-2 [59], are used to 

measure the quality of the software products by measuring the system behaviors and 
                                                        
1 In March of 2011, ISO/IEC 25010 is released to supersede ISO/IEC 9126-1 
 
. 
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can only be used during the testing stages or during any operational stages. The 

quality in use metrics, which are specified in ISO 9126-4 [61], are used to measure 

the effects of using the software products in specific context of uses.  

A conformance assessment process, directly or indirectly determines that a process, 

product, or service meets relevant specifications during the testing stages. The 

external metrics [64], which are measured during such a process, quantitatively reflect 

quality attributes as defined in ISO 9126-1. Therefore, we derive the external metrics 

to measure the three quality attributes. The quality attributes are Functional 

compliance, Test coverage, Audit trail capability (FTA). The metrics are 

Functionality compliance Metric, Maturity Metric and Analyzability Metric (FMA). 

These attributes and their metrics are detailed as below:     

• Functionality compliance Metric - Functional compliance [59] is a metric 

on how compliant the functionality of the product is to applicable regulations, 

standards and conventions. The formula is as below:  

X = A / B 

where A is the number of the compliance requirements that have been 

correctly implemented and B is the total number of compliance requirements 

specified. 

• Maturity Metric – Test coverage [59] is a metric on how many of the 

required test cases have been executed during testing. The formula is 

demonstrated as below: 

Y= C / D 

where C is the number of actually performed test cases representing operation 

scenario during testing of a requirement and D is the total test case number 

that is to be performed to cover the requirement. 

• Analyzability Metric – Audit trail capability [64] is a metric for a user to 

measure and identify specific operation which caused failure. The formula is 

as below: 

Z= E / F 

where E is the number of data actually recorded during operation and F is the 
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number of data planned to be recorded, sufficient to monitor the status of the 

software during operation. 

We inherited the three metrics and used them in the conformance assessment 

process (see Table 1). A functional compliance metric is used to measure the 

functionality compliance of service interfaces. To test compliance items of service 

interfaces, a set of test cases is designed for the tasks. A test coverage metric is used to 

measure the maturity of designed tests. An audit trail capability metric is used to 

measure the analyzability of test results.  

Table 1 Derived external metrics  

Quality 
attribute 

Metrics Formula Parameter description 

Functionality 
compliance 

Functional 
compliance 

X = A / B A is the number of the compliance 
requirements as specified that have been 
correctly implemented during testing and 
B is the total number of compliance 
requirements specified. 

Maturity Test coverage Y = C / D C is the number of actually performed test 
cases representing operation scenario 
during testing the requirement and D is 
the total test case number that is to be 
performed to cover the requirement. 

Analyzability Audit trail 
capability 

Z = E /F E is the number of data actually recorded 
during operation and F is the number of 
data planned to be recorded, enough to 
monitor the status of software during 
operation. 

2.5 Research objectives 

The main goal of the research presented in this dissertation is to investigate trust-

worthiness issues pertinent to ensuring conformance statements of implementations 

that claim to adhere to the specifications. Specifically, these include functionality 

compliance of implemented services, maturity of designed tests and analyzability of 

test results. The goal gives rise to the following concrete research objectives: 

1. Derive a quality model beyond the intrinsic properties of web service 
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conformance assessment process [50], such as repeatability, comparability and 

auditability [50]. The model should be able to measure functional compliance 

of specified compliance items, test coverage of test cases and audit trail 

capability of corresponding test results.    

2. Establish a method to allow evaluating how much the specification itself 

supports testing the implementation. This gives rise to the further 

sub-objectives:  

2.1 How to establish a mechanism that allows evaluation of how many service 

requests are needed to test the specification-based service interfaces; 

2.2 How to establish a model that allows deriving the necessary reference 

outputs for comparison against actual responses of the system under test to 

enable automatic testing based on suitably expressed interface 

specifications;   

2.3 How to establish a model that allows addressing goals and dependency 

issues among the declared requirement items; 

2.4 How to establish an evaluate schedule that allows evaluation the validity 

of global conformance statements. 

3. Collect feedback for improving specifications, test suites and service 

implementations. 

  By addressing the above objectives, improved interoperation of geo raster web 

services under evolving implementations is expected in the future. 
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3 Service testing complexities 

In this section, we study how many service requests are needed to test a standardized 

implementation and establish a mechanism that allows doing this. We assume that an 

implementation service responds to an invalid request by returning an error message 

and responds to a valid request by returning a valid item. A request consists of a set of 

parameters. For each parameter, there is a set of valid inputs and a set of invalid 

inputs. As the continuous variable is impossible for finite test generation, we treat 

each equivalence class as a test input of the parameter. Valid equivalence classes make 

up its search space of valid inputs and invalid equivalence classes make up its search 

space of invalid inputs. Valid and invalid equivalence classes of a parameter comprise 

a test search space of this parameter. Normally, an equivalence class is tested by one 

of its instances. For a request with a single parameter, its equivalence classes 

comprise its test search space. For a request with multiple parameters, an element of 

its search space is a combination of separate equivalence classes of these parameters. 

In a service test request, some parameters are independent from each other, while 

others are not. We propose a Request Parameter Relationship Analysis (RPRA) 

approach and differentiate between independent and dependent relationships among 

the parameters.  

3.1 Service Request Parameter Relationships 

In this research, we distinguish two parameter types, Atomic Parameters (AP) and 

Composite Parameters (CP). An atomic parameter can not be subdivided. A composite 

parameter is a combination of parameters which are called direct children of the 

parameter. 

  A set of parameters is in an independent relationship if and only if each parameter 

neither proves nor refutes any of the others. For a composite parameter with 

independent direct children, an instance is valid if all instances of its direct children 

are valid and is invalid if there is at least one invalid input. A valid instance of a 

composite parameter is able to test � possible valid equivalence classe. An invalid 
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instance of a composite parameter can test only one invalid equivalence class as long 

as the others are stubbed.  

  A set of parameters is in a dependent relationship if and only if at least one 

parameter can be proved by the other. If A depends on B, B is called a dependency of 

A and A is called a dependent of B. We only consider the case of two parameters, 

because both dependent and dependency can be composite parameters. Furthermore, 

as the validity of the dependent can not be concluded if its dependency is invalid, we 

only consider the case when the dependency contains only one valid input and the 

dependent contains a set of valid and invalid inputs. A dependency contains multiple 

inputs are not discussed here as the cases with different inputs can be treated as 

alternative inputs for the parameter. For a composite parameter with its direct children 

in a dependent relationship, an instance is valid if both the dependent and dependency 

are valid and is otherwise invalid. A valid instance of the composite parameter can test 

only one valid equivalence class of the dependent together with its valid dependency. 

An invalid instance of the composite parameter can test only one invalid equivalence 

class of the dependent together with its valid dependency.  

3.2 Service test request generation 

Based on separate equivalence classes of parameters, searched spaces of composite 

parameters are assembled according to relationship constraints among their direct 

children.  

• Independent relationship (IR) 

When ��, �� … , and ��  are direct children of a composite parameter in an 

independent relationship, parameter �� has a set of 	� valid equivalence classes 


���
� , ���

� , … , ����

� � and a set of � invalid equivalence classes 
���
� , ���

� , … , ����

� �, 

��
� is the search space of valid inputs, ��

� is the search space of invalid inputs, 

��  is the test search space of this parameter, 

��	
� � ��

�, ��	
� � ��

�, �� � 
���, ���, … , ��
������
�, ��	 � ��. Specifically, 
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��
� � ��

� � �� 

��
� � ��

� � � 

� ���� �, a list of direct children with cardinality � where 1 � � � �, is an 

input of such a composite parameter. An instance of the composite parameter is 

able to test � possible equivalence classes. To test valid retrievals, in the case of 

cardinality �, the minimum required instance number of the composite parameter 

is ceiling!
∑ ��


) if ceiling!

∑ ��


"  # max !	�", otherwise, it is max !	�". The search 

space of valid inputs is denoted as &� ���� �: (� �� � ���� � !)� � &��
�* + � �

�"*. The invalid retrievals need to be tested for each invalid equivalence class of 

its direct children under the assumption that the other parameters are valid. An 

instance of such a composite parameter tests only one invalid equivalence class of 

its direct children. Therefore, to test invalid retrievals, the minimum required 

instance number of the composite parameter is ∑ �. The search space of invalid 

inputs is denoted as &� ���� �: )� �� � ���� � !)� � &��
�* + � � �"*.  

  We derive some special cases in a real life service testing study [35]. When 

� � 0, the list is empty and no valid or invalid equivalence class is tested. 

However, the case tests a request with empty parameters and its validity depends 

on its real use. When � � 1, the list has one element. Only one valid or invalid 

equivalence class is tested in this case. The case can be treated as a substitution 

among equivalence classes. When � � �, an instance of the composite parameter 

is able to test �  possible equivalence classes. Max !	�"  instances of the 

composite parameter are able to test � / max !	�" possible equivalence classes 

of its direct children and are enough to cover all valid equivalence classes. 

Furthermore, the direct child with max !	�" valid equivalence classes needs at 

least max !	�" instances of the composite parameter to cover its search space of 

valid inputs. Therefore, to test valid retrievals, the minimum required instance 

number of the composite parameter is max !	�". The invalid retrievals need to be 

tested for each invalid equivalence class of its direct children under the 
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assumption that the other parameters are valid. An instance of such a composite 

parameter tests only one invalid equivalence class of its direct children. Therefore, 

to test invalid retrievals, the minimum required instance number of the composite 

parameter is ∑ �.  

• Dependency relationship (DR)  

The mono-dependency, which is a singleton, has only one valid equivalence class. 

Each equivalence class of the dependent is compared with the dependency for the 

validity in such a circumstance. A dependency, which has � valid equivalence 

classes, can be turn into � mono-dependencies.  

  If 0, 1  are direct children of a composite parameter in a dependent 

relationship, 0  is a mono-dependency, � � 0 , 1  has a set of 	  valid 

equivalence classes &2�
�, 2�

�, … , 2�
�* and a set of  invalid equivalence classes 


2�
�, 2�

�, … , 2�
��, 1� is the search space of valid 1 inputs, 1� is the search 

space of invalid 1  inputs, 

1� � &2�
�, 2�

�, … , 2�
�*,  2� � 1�, 1� � 
2�

�, 2�
�, … , 2�

��, 2� � 1�, 2 � 1 , 

� �, 2 � is an instance of such a composite parameter. An instance of the 

composite parameter is able to test one equivalence class of 1. Therefore, to test 

valid retrievals, the minimum required instance number of the composite 

parameter is 	. To test invalid retrievals, the minimum required instance number 

of the composite parameter is .  

  We differentiate complex parameters based on a real life service testing study [35], 

which are: Partial Elements Complex Parameter and Mono-Dependency Relationship. 

Specifically, they are defined as: 

• Partial elements complex parameter (PECP): a composite parameter in an 

independent relationship with a cardinality of �, where 0 � � � �; 

• Complex parameter with mono-dependency (MDCP): a composite 

parameter in a dependent relationship between a mono-dependency and its 
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corresponding dependent. 

  Accordingly, we design a query language, namely, Service Test Request Generation 

Query Language (STRG-QL) to manipulate the generation of test search space. The 

syntax is given as below: 

STR : Parameter 

M: Parameter: stubbed 

Parameter:  

  AP|M|CP|Parameter: random|Parameter: random_invalid  

  |( Parameter)  

ParameterList:Parameter|ParameterList, Parameter 

CP : PECP|MDCP 

PECP: IR( ParameterList): cardinality = m| random(low:high) 

MDCP: DR( M,Parameter)  

  Syntax rules are as follows [49] : underlined tokens represent literals which appear 

“as is” (“terminal symbols”) and other tokens represent sub-expressions to be 

substituted (“non-terminals”). A vertical bar (“|”) denotes alternatives. AP is an atomic 

parameter, and M is a stubbed parameter. When a parameter is stubbed, it contains 

only one valid input. CP is a complex parameter. IR  means the parameters are in an 

independent relationship. DR means the parameters are in a dependent relationship; 

cardinality = m| random(low:high) indicates that a constant number m or a 

random number of children participate in test requests. The random number is 

constrained by the given low and high boundary. Parameter: stubbed indicates 

that the parameter is stubbed. Parameter: random indicates that the parameter 

uses a random input from its test search space. Parameter: random_invalid 

indicates that the parameter uses a random invalid input from its search space of 

invalid inputs. 

  More special cases are derived according to real uses. These include: Empty 
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Complex Parameter, Single Element Complex Parameter, Random Element Complex 

Parameter and All Elements Complex Parameter. These are detailed as below:  

• Empty complex parameter (ECP): is a composite parameter in an 

independent relationship with a cardinality of 0; its syntax is denoted as: 

ECP: IR( ParameterList):  cardinality = 0 

 

• Single element complex parameter (SECP): is a composite parameter in an 

independent relationship with a cardinality of 1; its syntax is denoted as: 

SECP: IR( ParameterList): cardinality = 1 

• Random elements complex parameter (RECP): is a composite parameter in 

an independent relationship with a random cardinality; its syntax is denoted 

as: 

RECP:IR( ParameterList): cardinality = random(low:high) 

where cardinality is a random integer bounded by a pair of low and high 

values.  

• All elements complex parameter (AECP): is a composite parameter in a 

dependent relationship with a cardinality of n; its syntax is denoted as: 

AECP:IR( ParameterList): cardinality = n 

3.3 Test maturity evaluation 

In our quality model, the test coverage is used to measure test maturity as mentioned 

in Section 2.4. When 3 is an equivalence class of an atomic parameter, � is an 

instance of the equivalence class, ����4�53!3, �" mean � is an instance of 3, the 

equivalence classes with no empty instances are denoted as 

&3: |&�: ����4�53!3, �"*| � 0*. Correspondingly, test coverage [59] can be measured as 

Y= C / D, where C is the number of equivalence classes with no empty instances and 

D is the total equivalence class number.  
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For a composite parameter, the test coverage is measured by test coverages of its 

direct children. We assume that each equivalence class of its direct children is 

equally-weighted. Specifically, they are discussed below:  

• Independent relationship evaluation  

When 5�, 5� … , 5�  are test coverages on valid inputs of its direct children, 

5�
� , 5�

� , … , 5�
�  are test coverages on invalid inputs, 	�, 	� … , 	� are valid 

equivalence class numbers of its direct children, �, � … , � are invalid 

equivalence class numbers, the test coverage on valid inputs of the composite 

parameter is ∑ ��� ��

∑ ��
�
���

�
���  and the test coverage on invalid inputs of the composite 

parameter is ∑ ��� ��

∑ ��
�
���

�
��� .  

• Dependency relationship evaluation 

1 is mono-dependent on 0, and 0 has only one valid equivalence class. 1 has 

	 valid equivalence classes and  invalid equivalence classes. When 5� is test 

coverage on valid inputs of 1, 5�
�  is test coverage on invalid inputs of 1, the test 

coverage on valid inputs of the composite parameter is 5� and the test coverage 

on invalid inputs of the composite parameter is 5�
� .  

3.4 Summary 

We have discussed the minimally necessary and specification-based test request based 

on the dependent and in dependent relationships. Accordingly, we have designed 

STRG-QL for the generation of test search spaces. We have also discussed test 

maturity evaluations based on these relationships. The result can help to evaluate the 

existing tests.  
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4 Systematic reference outputs  

In this section, we study how to establish a model that allows adopting the necessary 

reference outputs. Based on suitably expressed interface specifications, the process 

can be automated without manual intervention. Often, such a conceptualization is 

described by conditional statements. A conditional statement contains a set of 

preconditions and a set of post conditions. Preconditions are always associated with a 

set of facts which are extracted during operational stages. To deduce adopt reference 

outputs in accordance with post conditions, preconditions need to be satisfied.  

4.1 Statement truth and three evaluation assumptions 

We define a statement as a truth-bearer proposition. We distinguish three possible 

truth values of a statement, namely T, F, and U, following a three-valued logic [43]. 

We differentiate between atomic and composite statements. In logic, an atomic 

statement is a logic statement which cannot be broken down into smaller statements; a 

composite statement is a logic statement having two or more statements connected by 

logical conjunction (“ + ”) and disjunction (“ 7 ”) operators. We express such a 

statement by a logical expression. Syntactically, it is represented by this grammar: 

TS: ";"|"<"|"=" 

CDOP: " + "|" 7 " 

TRE: TS|"!"TRE"""|TRE CDOP TRE 

where TS is a truth status and TRE is a logical truth result expression. This kind of 

expression is similar to the AND/OR graph as used in software engineering.  

  We distinguish three evaluation assumptions to evaluate unknown features: open 

world assumption (OWA), closed world assumption (CWA) [14] and stub assumption 

(SA). The open world assumption (OWA) states that the truth value of a statement 

that is not included in or inferred from the knowledge explicitly recorded in the 

system shall be considered unknown. The closed world assumption (CWA) is the 

assumption that any statement that is not known to be true is false. We distinguish yet 
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another case in software testing. Frequently, there are test stubs which simulate the 

behaviors of the dependent test modules. In this case, the dependent test modules are 

always assumed to be true when their results are not available. We call this a stub 

assumption (SA). 

  In Kleene's logic [42], a conjunction produces a value of T if both of its operands 

are T, an F if one of its operands is F, and otherwise U. Disjunction delivers a value of 

T if one of its operands is T, an F if both of its operands are F, and otherwise a U. 

Obviously, Kleene’s approach [42] is an open world assumption. We extend this 

approach and evaluate traditionally logical expressions under the three assumptions 

(see Table 2). The corresponding syntax, namely 3A-TRE, is detailed in Annex A. 

Table 2 Logic assumptions on unknown results 

Assumption Operand Result 

CWA U F 

OWA U U 

SA U T 

4.2 Reference output adoption 

We use deductive reasoning [78] to deduce suitable reference outputs for a single test. 

According to the law of detachment, also called modus ponens [46], when a 

conditional statement is made and a hypothesis (P) is stated as true, the conclusion (Q) 

is deduced from the hypothesis and the statement. The format is: 

conditional statement: P→Q 

where P is the hypothesis and Q is the conclusion. The adopted reference outputs 

depend on the hypothesis that must be met. When P is evaluated as true, the 

actions in Q are carried out. 

We model both P and Q with logical expressions (see Section 4.1). The 

conceptualization, which is always explicitly or implicitly specified, for example 

included in specifications as default tacit knowledge, is modeled by conditional 

statements. The set of extracted facts are used to evaluate the truth value of the 
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hypothesis as stated in P. With proper evaluation (see Section 4.1), we can conclude 

the adopted reference outputs. The corresponding example is in Section 6.2.  

4.3 Summary 

For automatic testing, having good reference outputs is indispensable. Systematic 

generation of tests and their outputs is one way to meet this requirement. In order to 

address reference output adoption, we propose using deductive reasoning based on 

specifically expressed conditional statements. 
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5 Validity of global statements   

In this section, we propose the integrated dependency and goal model (IDGM) to 

address dependency issues among service components under a test process. We prove 

the conditions of stable results and provide the corresponding evaluation schedule.  

5.1 Sub-goal and subordination 

A goal is a result that an activity is trying to achieve. Subgoals are lesser goals that 

form part of a greater goal. Sometimes several subgoals must be achieved to claim 

success of the greater goal. This establishes a logical “and” prerequisite condition. 

Sometimes, at least one subgoal must have been achieved; for example, at least one 

service protocol must have passed the test before the service as such can be assessed. 

This leads to a logical “or” combination. Therefore, we treat a goal as a logical 

statement as stated in Section 4.1.  

  Subordination is a relationship in which one or more statements are dependent on 

each other. Sometimes a goal contains subordinates. An unknown or false subordinate 

will introduce an over-optimistic or wrong result. Therefore, such a goal’s subordinate 

can be treated as a subgoal which needs to be evaluated for consistency. A goal that is 

defined by the conjunction of its subgoals and subordinates is called a well-designed 

goal (WDG). 

5.2 Integrated dependency and goal model 

A well-designed goal depends on both its subgoals and subordinates. We model 

dependence between two statements with a directed edge. We now develop the model 

based on the directed graph for tracing dependencies between statements. We start 

with a directed dependency graph G=(V,E). The vertex set V contains statements as 

vertices, the edge set E consists of dependencies; an edge e = (s1,s2) denotes that 

vertex s1 depends on vertex s2. s2 is said to be a direct successor of s1 while s1 is said 

to be a direct predecessor of s2. Generally, if a path in G is made up one or more 

successive edges leading from vertex s1 to vertex s2, then s2 is said to be a successor 
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of s1 and s1 is said to be a predecessor 

return path from s2 to s1, then

component (SCC) [89] is a maximal strongly

well-designed goal, its result is evaluated according to its direct successors, 

specifically, subgoals and subordinate

and dependency model (IDGM)

each of its statements represented as a 

subgoal1 �� and subgoal2 �

well-designed goal is denoted as 

 

5.3 Isolated testing environment

An isolated testing environment

to be tested and a test with

external environment. The partial 

����

where S is the set of test inputs, the test returns 

false if the input is in set Y; otherwise, 

5.4 Global Validity 

To ensure global validity of conformance statements

results. Dependencies among 

predecessor of s2. If there is a path from s1 to s2 and also a 

hen s1 and s2 are strongly connected. A strongly-c

is a maximal strongly-connected subgraph of G. To evaluate a 

result is evaluated according to its direct successors, 

subgoals and subordinates in a logical expression. The integrated 

odel (IDGM) is a model for handling such logical statements

represented as a well-designed goal. For example, a goal has 

�� as its sub goals, and a dependency �; its corresponding

is denoted as ��  � �� �  � (see Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3 Sample IDGM 

5.3 Isolated testing environment 

solated testing environment is an environment that consists of a decidable system 

with a partial test function that has no interaction with its 

partial test function f is defined as: 

���� � 	 
 ����  �� 

���� � � 
 ����  �� 

� � � � � � 	�� � � 
 ����  �� 

is the set of test inputs, the test returns true if the input is in set X, and 

otherwise, it returns an unknown result. 

ensure global validity of conformance statements, it is necessary to obtain stable 

ependencies among statements may introduce evaluation deadlock

����   ��  � �� �

and also a 

connected 

To evaluate a 

result is evaluated according to its direct successors, 

ntegrated goal 

statements with 

a goal has 

its corresponding 

decidable system 

has no interaction with its 

and returns 

it is necessary to obtain stable 

deadlocks. For 

�   � 
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example, let us assume that statement s1 depends on s2 and s3, s3 depends on s4 and s4 

depends on s1. This means that s1, s3 and s4 are strongly-connected as shown in Figure 

4. The cycle introduces a deadlock in the evaluation process. 

Figure 4 Sample deadlock 

 

  An evaluation action is an evaluation of a statement by its corresponding logical 

expression. The integration of goals and subordinates avoids inconsistent results 

which may be introduced when a statement’s subgoals and subordinates are evaluated 

separately.  

  When ��, ��, … , and �� are statements, ��, ��, … , and ��  are the corresponding 

evaluation actions of these statements, 	�, 	�, … , and 	� are truth values of these 

statements. An evaluation step is a sequential or concurrent execution of a set of 

evaluation actions; a concurrent evaluation is an evaluation step, which consists of a 

set of concurrent evaluation actions; a sequential evaluation is an evaluation step, 

which consists of a set of sequential evaluation actions; an evaluation process is a 

recursive evaluation step. The step takes the previous result as an input and it is 

denoted as 
����: �  � , where � � �  and � �  �	�, 	�, … , 	�� . The process is 

terminable if there exists a fixpoint such that � � 
�������; an evaluation schedule of a 

terminable process is a terminable schedule, otherwise, it is an interminable schedule. 

 

 

 

 

�� �  ��  � �� 

�� �  �	  

�	 �  ��  
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5.4.1 Fixpoint in IDGM 

We prove that a set of stable results exists, including statements in non-singular 

strongly-connected components. We set up three confidence levels for a statement. 

Specifically, they correspond to three decreasing confidence degrees which are T 

(true), U (unknown) and F (false), respectively. We use an ordering relation of 

confidence and denote it as x1 > x2. Consequently, the confidence precedence order is 

defined as T > U > F. 

Table 3 Extended truth table of the logic operations for Kleene's logic with CWA and 
SA 

P Q P and Q  

(CWA) 

P and Q  

(Kleene's logic, 

OWA) 

P and 

Q 

(SA) 

P or Q  

(CWA) 

P or Q  

(Kleene's logic, 

OWA) 

P or Q 

(SA) 

T T T T T T T T 

T U F U T T T T 

T F F F F T T T 

U T F U T T T T 

U U F U T F U T 

U F F F F F U T 

F T F F F T T T 

F U F F F F U T 

F F F F F F F F 

 

  We define the truth table of conjunction and disjunction operations with open world 

assumption (OWA), closed world assumption (CWA) and stub assumption (SA) (see 

Table 3). Then, we prove that each evaluation action, each according to its logical 

expression, is order preserving with respect to certain constrains and the logical 

precedence below. The proof steps are:  

• Conjunction: � � �  implies �������� � �������� , where ��������  is a 

conjunction clause that contains any occurrence of variable �, with the others 
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hold constant; 

• Disjunction: � � �  implies �������� � �������� , where ��������  is a 

conjunction clause that contains any occurrence of variable �, with the others 

hold constant; 

• DNF: � � � implies ��	
��� � ��	
���, where ��	
��� is a conjunction 

clause that contains any occurrence of variable � , with the others hold 

constant; 

  The expression which can be expressed by a formula in DNF, satisfies the order 

preserving property. Hence, each evaluation action is order preserving. An evaluation 

action, which contains a set of variables, is order preserving: 

• DNF: �� � ��  implies ��	
���� � ��	
���� , where � 	 
 , � �  ���, ��, … , ��� and ��	
��� is a conjunction clause that contains any 

occurrence of variables ��, ��, … and ��. 

  If xi is a statement evaluation result and e is the evaluation result of the evaluation 

step ����: 
 � 
, where � 	 
 and � �  ���, ��, … , ���, the set of all inputs E is a 

complete lattice. A complete lattice [23] is a partially-ordered set [25] in which all 

subsets have both a supremum and an infimum. This proof is: 

• Firstly, we prove that E is partially ordered along the confidence precedence 

relation: 

o Reflexivity, ���, ��, … , ��� � ���, ��, … , ��� , where xi is the truth 

value of conformance statement si; 

o Antisymmetry, if ���, ��, … , ��� � ���, ��, … , ���  and ���, ��, … , ��� � ���, ��, … , ��� , ���, ��, … , ��� � ���, ��, … , ��� , 

where xi and yi is are corresponding truth values of conformance 

statement si; 

o Transitivity, if ���, ��, … , ��� � ���, ��, … , ���  and ���, ��, … , ��� � ���, ��, … , ��� , ���, ��, … , ��� � ���, ��, … , ��� , 
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where xi, yi and zi are the corresponding truth values of conformance 

statement si. 

• Secondly, we prove that each subset T of the partially-ordered set E has both a 

supremum and an infimum: 

o If t is an element of T, �� � ��
�

� , �
�

� , … , ��

��; �
�

� is the truth value of 

statement si of evaluation ��;  

T = { t1, t2, …, tm} 

     = {���

� , ��

� , … , ��
��, 

    ���

� , ��

� , … , ��
��, 

  … , 

       ���

� , ��

� , … , ��
��}; 

   low���

� , ��

� , … , ��

�� is a lower bounder of xi; 

         the lower bounder of T is � = (low���

� , ��

� , … , ��

��,  

                    low���

� , ��

� , … , ��

��, 

         …, 

                    low���
� , ��

� , … , ��
��); 

o Then, we can derive that: 

1. ���� � �) 
2. ������� � �� � � � ��), where e is an element of E; 

3. infimum (T) = �; 

o Similarly, we can derive:  

         supremum (T) = (high���

� , ��

� , … , ��

��,  
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                       high���

� , ��

� , … , ��

��, 

                          …,  

                       high���
� , ��

� , … , ��
��);  

o Therefore, each subset T of the partially-ordered set E has both a 

supremum and an infimum. 

• Therefore, E is a complete lattice.  

  The Knaster–Tarski theorem [22] states that there is a set of fixpoints of f in E if E 

is a complete lattice and �: 
 � 
 is an order preserving function. A fixpoint of � 

in E is denoted as � � ����. 

  However, there are dependent relationships among variables x�, x�, … and x� . 

This will result in the case of neither non-decreasing nor non-increasing if these 

statements are not properly evaluated. Specifically, they are discussed in the below 

subsections. 

5.4.1.1 Concurrent evaluation  

A concurrent evaluation simultaneously executes several evaluation actions in an 

evaluation step. However, the concurrent evaluation is not always an order preserving 

function due to the oscillating results in non-singular strongly-connected components; 

such as the example shown in  Table 4. Oscillation is the repetitive variation among 

different states. The oscillating results will result in an interminable evaluation 

process. 

  Table 4 Concurrent evaluation on nodes of a non-singular strongly-connected 
component  

statement logical 

expression 

initial value step1 step2 … 

s1 s2 T F T … 

s2 s1 F T F … 
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5.4.1.2 Sequential evaluation  

A sequential evaluation sequentially executes several evaluation actions in one 

evaluation step. An improper sequence, in which a statement evaluation is scheduled 

prior to its dependencies, may result in oscillating results. Thus, the sequential 

evaluation is not an order preserving function in this case, such as the example shown 

in Table 5. 

Table 5 Sequential evaluation of a non-singular strongly-connected component with 
an improper sequence 

statement logical 

expression 

initial value step1 step2 … 

s1 s2 T F T … 

s2 s3 F T F … 

s3 s1 T F T … 

  Therefore, we consider a serialized sequence, in which each dependency is 

scheduled prior to a statement itself. An IDGM can either be a directed acyclic graph 

(DAG), a non-singular strongly-connected component, or a directed graph with 

non-singular strongly-connected components. For a non-singular strongly-connected 

component, if there is only one path from each node in the non-singular 

strongly-connected component to every other node without crossing itself, the 

component is a simple non-singular strongly-connected component; otherwise, it is a 

complex non-singular strongly-connected component. In a serialized sequence, the 

evaluation is an order preserving function. The proof is: 

(1) For a directed acyclic graph (DAG), a topological sorting [89] avoids an 

improper evaluation sequence; the evaluation step can be equivalently defined as a 

sequence of functions as: 

� �: �� � �� �: ���, ��� � ��  …�: ���, ��, … , ����� � �� � 
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where �� is the initial input.  

We can derive that: 

1. Each evaluation action is order preserving; therefore, �  is order 

preserving because each evaluation action feeds its result to its next action 

and shares the same order preserving property; and such an evaluation 

result is stable and can be derived in one evaluation step; 

2. If the fixpoint derivation is defined as a function ��������: �� � �, where ��  is the initial input and �  is the fixpoint, the function is order 

preserving. 

(2) For a simple non-singular strongly-connected component, the deadlock can be 

disentangled by initiating one of its nodes. If ��  is an evaluation step, the 

evaluation step can be equivalently defined as a sequence of functions as: 

���
�� ��� : ��

�� � ��

��  �� � 1� ��� : ���

�� , ��

��� � ��

��  �� � 1� …��� : ���

�� , ��

�� , … , ����

�� � � ��
��  �� � 1���� : ���

�� , ��

�� , … , ��
��� � ��

��  �� ! 1�
� 

where ��

�� is the initial input.  

We can derive that: 

1. Each evaluation action is order preserving; therefore, ���  is order 

preserving because each evaluation action feeds its result to its next action 

and share the same order preserving property.  

2. If the fixpoint derivation is defined as a function ��������: ��

�� � �, where 

��

��  is the initial input and �  is the fixpoint, the function is order 

preserving. 

3. ��

�� 	 "#, $, %&; hence, � � ������� can be derived in three steps, where 
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� � ���, ��, … , ��). Only one fixpoint can be derived for an initial input. 

However, this fixpoint may be different for a different initialization. 

(3) For a complex non-singular strongly-connected component, one of its nodes is 

initialized by a given input �
�

���
�

. This way, the node is disentangled from its 

dependencies. In the rest of the component, the non-singular strongly-connected 

components are condensed to atomic nodes. This makes a directed acyclic graph 

(DAG).  

  When '�� , '�� , … , and '��  are the derived nodes, including the initial node '�� , 
��� , ��� , ��� , … are evaluation steps, �

�

���
� , �

�

���
� , … , and ��

���
�

 are the corresponding 

evaluation results, a evaluation step, which consists of a set of evaluation actions 

of these nodes, and can be equivalently defined as a sequence of functions as 

below: 

���
�
��� ���

� : �
�

���
� � �

�

���
�  �� � 1� ���

�: ��+
�

��
� , �

�

��
�� � �

�

���
�  �� � 1� …���

� : ��
�

���
� , �

�

���
� , … , �+

���

��
� � � �+����  �� � 1����

� : ��
�

���
� , �

�

���
� , … , ��

���
�� � �

�

���
�  �� ! 1�

� 

where ��

���
�

 is the initial input of '�� . If each node evaluation action is order 

preserving, we can derive that: 

1. ���
�  is order preserving because each evaluation action feeds its result to 

its next action and shares the same order preserving property;  

2. If the fixpoint derivation is defined as a function ��������: ��

���
� � �, 

where ��

���
�

 is the initial input and � is the fixpoint, the function is order 

preserving; 

3. ��

���
� 	 "#, $, %& ; hence, �� � ��������  can be derived in three steps, 

where �� � ���
� , ��

� , … , ��
� ). One and only one fixpoint can be derived for 
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an initial input and this fixpoint may be different for a different 

initialization. 

However, if a derived node is a deadlock, its evaluation result is not stable. Thus, 

its order preserving is impossible. Further initialization is needed to disentangle 

this deadlock. In this case, the derived node’s evaluation can be defined as 

���
� : ��

�

���
� , �

�

���
� , … , �

���

���
� , �

�

����
�� � �

�

���
�  �� � 1, , � - ! 1� , where �

�

����
�

 is the 

initial input of a node of ���. Hence, we define the set of sequential evaluation 

action functions as: 

���
�
��� ���

� : ��
�

���
� , ��

����
� � � �

�

���
�  �� � 1� ���

� : ��+
�

��
� , �

�

���
� , ��

����
� � � �

�

���
�  �� � 1� …���

� : ��
�

���
� , �

�

���
� , … , �+

���

��
� , ��

����
� � � �+����  �� � 1����

� : ��
�

���
� , �

�

���
� , … , ��

���
�� � �

�

���
�  �� ! 1�

� 

where �
�

����
�

 is the initial input of node ���. If each evaluation result is stable, the 

fixpoint derivation ��������: �
�

���
� � �  is order preserving because each 

evaluation action feeds its result to its next action and shares the same order 

preserving property. According to (1), if node ��� is an atomic node, its evaluation 

result is stable with truth values of �
�

���
� , �

�

���
� , … , and �

���

���
�

 which hold constant. 

According to (2), if ��� is a simple non-singular strongly-connected component, 

its evaluation result, which is initialized by �
�

����
�

, is stable with truth values of 

�
�

���
� , �

�

���
� , … , and �

���

���
�

 which hold constant. According to (3), if the node is a 

complex non-singular strongly-connected component, further initialization, 

disentanglement and condensation are needed. These need to be repeated 

recursively until only atomic nodes or simple non-singular strongly-connected 

components can be found. Hence, the stable status is derived by recursive 

initializations. Obviously, this can be achieved in finite steps.    
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  Therefore, for a given initialization of deadlocks of non-singular 

strongly-connected components, the stable result can be derived through a serialized 

schedule. The evaluation in a serialized sequence with respect to the given 

initialization is order preserving.  

5.4.2 False deadlocks and deadlock initialization 

Actually, we do not need to recursively evaluate all non-singular strongly-connected 

components. In a serialized sequence evaluation schedule, some truth values of a 

non-singular strongly-connected component are determined by one or more elements 

of its dependencies. For example, when ��. is a logical expression, # / ��. will 

always return T even the truth value of ��. is unknown. A node with such a constant 

truth value disentangles the deadlock. This results in a false evaluation deadlock. 

Furthermore, a $ / ��. will not return an F result. In this case, the statement can 

only be valued as either T or U.  

  A possible truth list (PTL) is a list of possible truth values for a given statement. We 

distinguish these initialization patterns in Table 6. 

Table 6 Possible truth lists of specific initialization patterns 

case Possible truth list  

# / ��. # 

% 0 ��. % 

$ / ��. #, $ 

$ 0 ��. $, % 

% / ��. #, $, % 

# 0 ��. #, $, % 

��. / ��. #, $, % 

��. 0 ��. #, $, % 
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   Here are truth tables to evaluate a possible truth list under open world assumption 

(see Table 7), closed world assumption (see Table 8) and stubbed assumption (see 

Table 9). 

Table 7 Possible truth lists under open world assumption 

OWA  � � � �, � �, � �, �, � �, � � � � �, � �, � �, �, � �, � 

� � � � �, � �, � �, �, � �, � � � � � � � � 

� � � � � �, � �, � �, � � � � �, � � �, � �, � 

� � � � � � � � � � � �, � �, � �, �, � �, � 

�, � �, � � � �, � �, � �, �, � �, �, � � �, � �, � �, � �, � �, � �, � 

�, � �, � �, � � �, � �, � �, � �, � � � �, � �, � �, � �, �, � �, �, � 

�, �, � �, �, �  �, � � �, �, � �, � �, �, � �, �, � � �, � �, �, � �, � �, �, � �, �, � �, �, � 

�, � �, � �, � � �, �, � �, � �, �, � �, � � �, � �, � �, � �, �, � �, �, � �, � 

 

Table 8 Possible Truth Lists under closed world assumption 

CWA  � � � �, � �, � �, �, � �, � � � � �, � �, � �, �, � �, � 

� � � � �, � � �, � �, � � � � � � � � 

� � � � � � � � � � � �, � � �, � �, � 

� � � � � � � � � � � �, � � �, � �, � 

�, � �, � � � �, � � �, � �, � � �, � �, � �, � �, � �, � �, � 

�, � � � � � � � � � � � �, � � �, � �, � 

�, �, � �, � � � �, � � �, � �, � � �, � �, � �, � �, � �, � �, � 

�, � �, � � � �, � � �, � �, � � �, � �, � �, � �, � �, � �, � 
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Table 9 Possible truth lists under stubbed assumption 

SA  � � � �, � �, � �, �, � �, � � � � �, � �, � �, �, � �, � 

� � � � � �, � �, � �, � � � � � � � � 

� � � � � �, � �, � �, � � � � �, � �, � 

� � � � � � � � � � � � �, � �, � �, � 

�, � � � � � �, � �, � �, � � � � � � � � 

�, � �, � �, � � �, � �, � �, � �, � � � �, � � �, � �, � �, � 

�, �, � �, �  �, � � �, � �, � �, � �, � � � �, � � �, � �, � �, , � 

�, � �, �  �, � � �, � �, � �, � �, � � � �, � � �, � �, � �, � 

  Syntactically, a possible truth result expression (PTRE) is represented as given by 

this grammar: 

PTL: "#"|"$"|"%"|"#, $"|"$, %"|"#, $, %"|"#, %"|"�"PTL"�" 
CDOP: " 0 "|" / " 
PTRE: PTL|"�"PTRE"�"CDOP"�"PTRE"�" 

where PTL is a list of possible truth values, PTRE is a logical possible truth list 

expression. We use PTRE to calculate a statement possible truth list.  

  If the possible truth list cardinality ; � 1, statement truth value can be derived 

directly. Therefore, this kind of statement is always used to initiate a deadlock.  

5.4.3 Evaluation schedule 

To provide a serialized schedule, the dependencies need to be scheduled prior to the 

node itself. However, non-singular strongly-connected components of an IDGM will 

always cause deadlocks. Therefore, we contract each such component in to a 

condensed node, making the resulting graph a directed acyclic graph. Then we 

initialize the contracted non-singular strongly-connected component and recursively 

apply the contraction and initiation until no further non-singular strongly-connected 
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components can be found. The stable result is derived for each non-singular 

strongly-connected component according to its initialization. The schedule algorithm 

is detailed in Annex C. The algorithm traverses an entire graph, taking O(|V| + |E|) 

time where V is the number of vertices, and E is the number of edges.  

  We apply the schedule algorithm to the example in Figure 5. We detect one 

non-singular strongly-connected component which consists of '�  and '�  and 

another which consists of '�  and '� . Then we condense the non-singular 

strongly-connected components to vertices in the IDGM and apply the schedule 

algorithm on the derived DAG. Finally, we arrive at the evaluation schedule (see 

Table 10). 

Table 10 Sample IDGM schedule result 

 Schedule with cycle dependencies  

IDGM V = {'�, '�, '�, '�, '�, '�, '� }, E = {('�, '�), ('�, '�), ('�, '�), 

('�, '�), ('�, '�), ('�, '�), ('�, '�), ('�, '�) 

DAG V ={ <�|{'�, '�}, <�|{'�}, <�|{'�, '�}, <�|{'�}, <�|{'�}}, E = 

{( <�, <�), (<�, <�), (<�, <�), (<�, <�)} 

Result '�, '�, '�, �=�, '��, �=�, '��, ('�, '� are initial nodes of the 

deadlocks) 

  Atomic nodes, such as '�, '� and '�, can be evaluated independently. Thus, these 

nodes are put in the front of the evaluation queue. To derive stable results of the 

deadlocks, an initial input is given to '�. Then, '� is evaluated according to '�  0 '�. '� is reevaluated according to the derived '�. The recursive process stops if the stable 

result is derived. Similarly, we initiate '� and get the stable result of the deadlock.  

  To initiate a node, initialization patterns, such as % 0 ��. and # / ��., are used 

to calculate lists of possible truth values and reduce unnecessary recursions. However, 

possible truth list cardinality is not always “1”. In this case, logical assumptions are 

taken to initiate the starting nodes of deadlocks. When SA is applied, dependencies, 

which are unknown, are always assumed to be true. In this case, evaluation 

independency is achieved; however, the result is overly optimistic. When CWA is 
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applied, any unknown state is treated as false and the set of completely credible truth 

results can be traced; while OWA is applied, any unknown state is treated as unknown. 

In this case, the set of completely credible statements, the set of unknown statements, 

and the set of false statements can be distinguished. 

5.4 Summary 

We have investigated evaluating conformance statements against complex 

specifications consisting of requirements with manifold subordinations and 

dependencies. Our novel contribution is to establish the integrated dependency and 

goal model (IDGM) to help in setting up a correct conformance statement evaluation 

schedule. This is based on graph theory and a three-valued logic properly taking into 

account open world assumption (OWA), closed world assumption (CWA) and stub 

assumption (SA). We have proven that the serialized evaluation is stable in an isolated 

testing environment. When a fixed logic assumption strategy is adopted for initiating 

nodes of deadlocks, the fixpoint location is unique. However, this fixpoint location is 

always indeterminable since the logic assumptions are not always explicit during the 

evaluation process. The logic assumption-based evaluation helps to distinguish the 

fully credible, questionable, and completely non-credible statements. 

  

�� �  ��  � �� 

�� �  ��  � �	  

�
 �  ��  � �� 

�� �  �
  � �� 

 

Figure 5 Sample IDGM sequential schedule 
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6 Real life study applications   

Services providing geospatial information play an increasingly important role in the 

Web service landscape. A wide range of information is provided in what we subsume 

as geo services for the purpose of this research – satellite imagery, in-situ sensor 

measurements, map data, climate and ocean simulation data, and many more. These 

are used not only by scientists, but to a large and growing extent by agencies and 

citizens in general. Concrete tasks range from simple route planning using satellite 

imagery as backdrop to managing cadastral information to international disaster relief 

management like in Haiti in 2010 [64]. At least with the last category of use - crisis 

information and situational awareness - it becomes clear that correctness and 

reliability are fundamental requirements.  

Testing is one important practical means that contributes to assessing to correctness 

of a service implementation. As usual, services under test are required to undergo 

some specific verification and validation procedures. However, the complexity of geo 

services establishes additional problems; one of them, which we address in this work, 

is related to dependency issues. Such dependencies often already exist within one 

specification against which a service is to be assessed. Moreover, specifications 

themselves often refer to other specifications – either because some pre-existing 

specifications are used, as in the case of relying on standards, or because the 

specification on hand is itself modularized into different documents between which, 

consequently, logical relationships exist. Further problems include interface 

conformance evaluation, test maturity evaluation, global validity evaluation, and the 

question of how to craft specifications in a way which eases rigid testing. One use 

case for conformance testing where this becomes particularly apparent is the Web 

Coverage Service (WCS) 2.0 Interface Standard issued by the Open Geospatial 

Consortium (OGC).  
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6.1 OGC Web Coverage Service 

A coverage is formally defined by ISO 19123 [53] as a function f: D → R where D, 

the coverage’s domain, represents the spatiotemporal extent in which coverage values 

can be queried and R, the coverage’s range, specifies the values which can be 

associated with coverage locations. Actually, the coverage definition in ISO 19123 

[53] only gives an abstract model and it is further refined to become a practical usable 

encoding, such as the work which has been done on different GML coverage 

encodings [13][84][85][67]. The standards make geospatial raster interchangeable 

across OGC web services and improve the interoperability of geo raster services 

[27][6][68].  

To support retrieval of raster data as a geospatial “coverage” [53], WCS defines 

three operations to probe information from both metadata and data levels. These are 

detailed as:   

• GetCapabilities retrieves an overview which is normally about server 

functionalities and a list of available coverages as defined in the Service 

Metadata model [7][69].  

• DescribeCoverage retrieves a comprehensive description of the offered 

coverage [67] such as spatial boundaries and attribute descriptions.  

• GetCoverage retrieves the whole or part of an identified coverage, 

including both space/time and attribute information. In this way, WCS 

gives access to multi-dimensional coverage data, rather than rendering 

images as it is done, e.g., with Google Maps and OGC WMS [29]. 

The WCS Core [69] relies on the GML Application Schema for Coverages [67] 

which contains standardized attribute descriptions [5]; the Core itself, which defines 

service functionalities mandatory for every implementation claiming to conform with 

the WCS standard, consists of 42 requirements which are often logically connected. 

Extension standards add further data structures, functionality, or usage requirements. 

Currently, three extensions have been adopted as standards and about ten more are in 

the pipeline of the standards working group. Core and extension documents internally 
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contain requirements classes as modularization units [79]; WCS choose to have, 

whenever possible, only one requirements class in the Core for reasons of simplicity. 

Application Profiles, finally, bundle the Core plus a custom set of extensions into 

packages targeted at particular application domains. The Earth Observation 

Application Profile candidate standard [75] is an example. Figure 6 gives an overview 

of the WCS suite structure [68]. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6 WCS 2.0 Core and extensions [68] 
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Data model extensions: This category of extensions focuses on extending or 

refining coverage-related data models, such as “nil” representation and domain 

models. 

Service model extensions: This category of extensions focuses on adding 

further service capabilities, such as coverage scaling, editing and online 

processing.  

Format encoding extensions: This category of extensions focuses on 

providing further encodings support for the transfer of coverage, such as HDF, 

NetCDF and GeoTIFF.  

Protocol extensions: This category of extensions focuses on providing 

client/server communication support through existing internet transformation 

protocols, such as HTTP GET/KVP, HTTP POST/XML[71] and SOAP[72].  

Usability extensions: This category of extensions focuses on usability of the 

overall service, such as a multi-lingual support.  

Every specification document contains an Annex with an Abstract Test Suite (ATS) 

consisting of one test specification for each requirement. In sync with the 

requirements classes, these tests are grouped into conformance test classes. These 

tests are formulated abstractly in the sense that they only give a high-level description; 

a concrete Executable Test Suite (ETS), which is developed in Compliance Test 

Language [12], represents the executable counterpart of the ATS. OGC’s Test, 

Evaluation, and Measurement (TEAM) Engine runs this ETS and tests corresponding 

implementations. 

Any implementation of the WCS 2.0 standard must mandatorily use the Core and 

can add requirements classes from extensions, thereby achieving an individual, yet 

interoperable functionality package; alternatively, an implementation can choose to 

implement one of the pre-packaged Application Profiles. Whatever set of 

conformance classes a service implements is announced to the client in the response 

to a GetCapabilities request.  
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  WCS 2.0 was the first OGC standard to rigorously follow this so-called Core/Ext-

ension paradigm adopted by OGC to achieve more modular specification sets. WCS 

design, therefore, often had to explore pathways on the best use in face of complex 

dependencies. The final WCS 2.0 Core was adopted in August 2010 together with a 

first slate of extensions. Several extension specifications and the application profile 

mentioned above are currently under work.  

Due to the inherent complexity of WCS 2.0, it is excellently suited to look at the 

problems arising in testing implementations against modular specifications, such as 

interface compliance, test maturity and the manifold dependencies among 

requirements.  

6.2 Service interface conformance 

To evaluate the compliance metrics of service interfaces, it is import to deduce the set 

of requirements which need to be tested. Core WCS specifies a set of abstract 

requirements on WCS domain knowledge. This core is a dependency of a set of 

extensions, such as communication protocols and encoding formats. To test such a 

core, at least one protocol and one encoding format are required. Furthermore, each 

protocol needs at least one encoding support and each encoding needs at least one 

protocol support.  

  We use ".�& to denote the set of supported communication protocols, "��& to 

denote the set of supported encoding formats, c to denote the core, .
�

�� to denote the 

protocol .�  with encoding format �� support, �
�

�� to denote the encoding format �� 
with protocol .� support, and >��,�� to denote the core with .� and �� supports. 

  Assumed is that ".�|1 � � � ,& and "��|1 � - � ?& are the declared supported 

protocol sets and encoding format sets. Then, each protocol can be tested against the 

declared formats and each format can be tested against the declared protocols. 

Respectively, these tests are denoted as "��'��.
�

���|1 � � � ,, 1 � - � ?&  and 
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{ ��'���
�

���|1 � � � ,, 1 � - � ?& . Furthermore, the core should be respectively 

tested by the declared formats and protocols. These are denoted as {��'��>��,���|1 �
� � ,, 1 � - � ?&. We denote the declared protocol and encoding format supports as: 

".�, .�, .�, … , .�&, "��, ��, ��, … , ��& 
The conditional statement is denoted as: 

.� 0 �� �  ��'��.
�

��� 0 ��'���
�

��� 0 ��'��>��,��� 

Therefore, the adopted tests are denoted as: 

"��'��.
�

���|1 � � � ,, 1 � - � ?&,  

"��'���
�

���|1 � � � ,, 1 � - � ?&  

and "��'��>��,��
�|1 � � � ,, 1 � - � ?&   

Without considering dependency relationships, the certification processes are denoted 

as: 

��'�@�'A;��.
�

�� , #� � >�@�����.
�

��� 

��'�@�'A;���
�

�� , #� � >�@������
�

��� 

��'�@�'A;��>��,�� , #� � >�@�����>��,��� 

However, to declare global validity, dependencies should be considered. Then, the 

certification processes should be denoted as: 

     ��'�@�'A;��.
�

�� , #� 0 ��'�@�'A;���
�

�� , #� � >�@�����.
�

��� 

     ��'�@�'A;���
�

�� , #� 0 ��'�@�'A;��.
�

�� , #� � >�@������
�

��� 

     ��'�@�'A;��>��,��
, #� 0 ��'�@�'A;��.

�

�� , #� 0 ��'�@�'A;���
�

�� , #� � >�@�����>��,��� 
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  If ��'��>��,���  consists of m requirements tests, ��'��.
�

���  consists of n 

requirements tests and ��'���
�

��� consists of k requirements tests, to certify >��,��, 
the number of requirements which need to be implemented is m + n + k. Its 

corresponding compliance metric can be derived accordingly as x/(m + n + k), where x 

is the number of conformant requirements.  

6.3 Test maturity analysis  

We address the core WCS2.0 functionalities in this application and evaluate the 

maturity of the designed tests. This is based on the approach as proposed in Section 3. 

  In the core WCS 2.0, there are requirements on different functionalities such as 

general service and data models, service requests, service responses, information 

coherence, and exception cases. One implementation of the requirements is 

designating the server as a black box to the test agent which does not have access to 

source code. In this case, these functionalities can only be validated by the test agent 

via sending a set of service requests and checking the corresponding responses. 

Therefore, to derive the set of minimal necessary service test requests which matches 

the specified requirements, it is of critical importance to design comprehensive tests.  

  ISO’s rules for the structure and drafting of International standards [57]  states that 

“expression in the content of a document conveying criteria to be fulfilled if 

compliance with the document is to be claimed and from which no deviation is 

permitted”. This kind of statement uses verbal forms, “shall” and “shall not” to 

indicate requirements that strictly followed in order to conform to the document and 

from which no deviation is permitted. WCS 2.0 requirements are specified in such 

normative statements. To aid in the understanding and precise communication of the 

criteria, further non-normative explanatory presentations are used to paraphrase or 

supplement requirements, for example, informal natural language statements, tables, 

semi-formal UML diagrams, XML schemas and XML schematrons. To safeguard 

against potential internal inconsistencies resulting from design errors, precedence is 
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set up in the standard [69], specifically, that when multiple representations of the 

same information are given in a specification document, the rules specified in the 

machine-oriented XML schema take precedence over all others. However, the 

employed UML models, XML schemas and XML schematrons are structural and have 

limited power to express parameter relationships within a service request. Although 

these constraints can be manually derived from natural language descriptions and 

applied in test design, the process is not publicly observable and auditable. Hence, the 

test maturity evaluation is not available. Therefore, we use the approach as stated in 

Section 3.2 to express parameter relationships and discuss the correspondingly 

minimal necessary service test requests. We chose two sample requirements to 

demonstrate this type of evaluation. They are detailed as follows: 

o Case 1: OGC 09-110r3 A.1.26  

Requirement: “The id parameter value in a GetCoverage request shall be equal to 

the identifier of one of the coverages offered by the server addressed.” 

Abstract Test Suite: “Send valid GetCoverage requests to server under test 

addressing existing and non-existing coverages, resp. Check if appropriate results 

or exceptions, resp., are delivered.” 

Table 11 Valid and invalid parameter inputs for the studied case 1 

Input Service: stubbed Version: stubbed id 

Valid Stubbed Stubbed id 

Invalid  - - id_bogus 

   

  A minimal valid GetCoverage request consists of a Service  parameter, a 

Version  parameter and an id  parameter, where Service is the service type, 

Version  is the service version and id  is the identified coverage. Although auxiliary 

parameters are not specified in the requirement, these inputs are mandatory and 

should be valid for testing the specified id  parameter. Otherwise, the service under 
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test will respond with an exception even when an existing coverage is identified. 

Therefore, Service and Version inputs are stubbed. Accordingly, inputs of id  

are partitioned into the cases of addressing existing and non-existing coverages (see 

Table 11). The query for generating both valid and invalid service test requests is 

given as:  

STRG-QL: IR(Service: stubbed, Version: stubbed, id):  

cardinality = 3 

where id  parameter is assumed to be independent of Service  and Version  

parameters. Its search space is given in Table 12. 

Table 12 Corresponding service test requests for the Studied Case 1 

Search space Service: stubbed Version: stubbed id 

Valid  Stubbed Stubbed id 

Invalid  Stubbed Stubbed id_bogus 

 

o Case 2: OGC 09-110r3 A.1.28 

Requirement: “Every dimension  value in a GetCoverage request shall be 

equal to one of the axisLabels  dimension names specified in the 

gml:SRSInformationGroup of the coverage’s gml:Envelope , unless the 

server offers a WCS CRS extension which overrides this requirement.” 

Abstract Test Suite: “If a CRS extension is implemented by the server under a 

test which overrides this requirement, do nothing. Otherwise, send otherwise valid 

GetCoverage requests with all dimension  values appearing in the axisLabel  

of the coverage addressed, with some of the dimension  values appearing there, 

and with none of the dimension names provided appearing there. Verify that 

coverage response is returned if and only if dimension  occurring in the 

axisLabel  attribute are used, and an exception is reported otherwise.”  
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  A valid GetCoverage request without specifying a dimension retrieves the whole 

coverage; otherwise, a GetCoverage request retrieves a partial coverage. Each 

dimension indicates a subsetting operation which may be either a trim or slice. A valid 

coverage trim (see Figure 7) is a geometric cutout in one dimension given by a pair of 

valid low and high boundaries. A valid coverage slice (see Figure 8) is a geometric 

cutout by a slicePoint.  

  Without a CRS extension which overrides the requirement, these dimension values 

Original low Original high 

x 

y 

   slice result  

slicePoint 

         

Figure 7 Trim on earth cloud 
(source: http://www.earthlook.org/) 

 

Original low Original high 

x 

y 

trim result  

trimHigh  trimLow 

Figure 8 Slice on earth cloud 
(source: http://www.earthlook.org/) 
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are extracted from the axisLabel  of the coverage addressed. To test such a request, 

we create inputs for each parameter. Although auxiliary parameters are not specified 

in the requirement, these inputs are mandatory and should be valid for testing the 

specified dimension  parameter. Otherwise, the service under test will respond with 

an exception even when correct dimensions are identified. Therefore, Service , 

Version , id and subsetting inputs are stubbed. Accordingly, dependence and 

independent relationships among these inputs are modeled. Inputs of dimension  

parameter are partitioned into the cases of addressing existing and non-existing 

dimensions (see Table 13). We use d i  to address the coverage dimension  values. 

The queries for generating service test requests are given as below:  

STRG-QL: 

o This query is used for generating the valid GetCoverage request with none of 

the dimension values appearing in the axisLabel  of the coverage 

addressed: 

IR(Service: stubbed,  

   Version: stubbed,  

   id:stubbed): cardinality = 3 

where id parameter is assumed to be independent of Service  and Version  

parameters. Its search space is given in Table 14. 

o This query is used for generating the valid GetCoverage request with some of 

the dimension  values appearing in the axisLabel  of the coverage 

addressed: 

IR(Service: stubbed,  

   Version: stubbed,  

   MD( 

      id: stubbed,  
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      IR(MD(d 1: stubbed, 

             IR( 

                 MD( 

TrimL 1: stubbed,  

TrimH 1: stubbed 

): stubbed, 

                 SlicePoint 1: stubbed 

                ): cardinality = 1 

             ): stubbed, 

         MD(d 2: stubbed, 

             IR( 

                 MD( 

TrimL 2: stubbed,  

TrimH 2: stubbed 

): stubbed, 

                 SlicePoint 2: stubbed 

                ):  cardinality = 1 

             ): stubbed, 

          …, 

         MD(d n: stubbed, 

             IR( 

                 MD( 

TrimL n: stubbed,  

TrimH n: stubbed 
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): stubbed, 

                 SlicePoint n: stubbed 

                ):  cardinality = 1 

             ): stubbed, 

        ): cardinality = random(1: n-1) 

      ): stubbed 

  ): cardinality = 3 

where id parameter is assumed to be independent of Service  and Version  

parameters, id parameter is assumed to be the dependency of dimension 

subsettings, dimension subsettings are assumed to be independent from each other 

on each dimension, dimension parameter is assumed to be the dependency of 

the trim or slice input and TrimL parameter is assumed to be the dependency of 

TrimH . cardinality=random(1: n-1)  means the number of dimension 

subsettings is less than n-1 but larger than 1. Its search space is given in Table 

14. 

o This query is used for generating the valid GetCoverage request with all 

dimension  values appearing in the axisLabel  of the coverage addressed: 

IR(Service: stubbed,  

   Version: stubbed,  

   MD( 

      id: stubbed,  

      IR(MD(d 1: stubbed, 

             IR( 

                 MD( 

TrimL 1: stubbed, 
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TrimH 1: stubbed 

): stubbed, 

                 SlicePoint 1: stubbed 

                ): cardinality = 1 

             ): stubbed, 

         MD(d 2: stubbed, 

             IR( 

                 MD( 

TrimL 2: stubbed,  

TrimH 2: stubbed 

): stubbed, 

                 SlicePoint 2: stubbed 

                ): cardinality = 1 

             ): stubbed, 

          …, 

         MD(d n: stubbed, 

             IR( 

                 MD( 

TrimL n: stubbed, 

TrimH n: stubbed 

): stubbed, 

                 SlicePoint n: stubbed 

                ): cardinality = 1 

             ): stubbed, 
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        ): cardinality = n 

      ): stubbed 

  ): cardinality = 3 

where id parameter is assumed to be independent of Service  and Version  

parameters, id parameter is assumed to be the dependency of dimension 

subsettings, dimension subsettings are assumed to be independent from each other 

on each dimension, dimension parameter is assumed to be the dependency of 

the trim or slice input and TrimL parameter is assumed to be the dependency of 

TrimH parameter. Cardinality = n means the number of dimension 

subsettings is n. Its search space is given in Table 14. 

o The query for generating the invalid GetCoverage request with some of the 

dimension  values  not appearing in the axisLabel  of the coverage 

addressed is given as below: 

IR(Service: stubbed,  

  Version: stubbed,  

  MD( 

      id: stubbed,  

      IR(IR(d 1, 

             IR( 

                 MD( 

TrimL 1: stubbed, 

TrimH 1: stubbed 

): stubbed, 

                 SlicePoint 1: stubbed 

                ): cardinality = 1 
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             ): cardinality = 2, 

         IR(d 2, 

             IR( 

                 MD( 

TrimL 2: stubbed, 

TrimH 2: stubbed 

): stubbed, 

                 SlicePoint 2: stubbed 

                ): cardinality = 1 

             ): cardinality = 2, 

          …, 

         IR (d n, 

             IR( 

                 MD( 

TrimL n: stubbed,  

TrimH n: stubbed 

): stubbed, 

                 SlicePoint n: stubbed 

                ): cardinality = 1 

             ): cardinality = 2, 

        ): cardinality = random(1: n) 

      ): random_invalid 

  ): cardinality = 3 

where id parameter is assumed to be independent of Service  and Version  
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parameters, id parameter is assumed to be the dependency of dimension 

subsettings, dimension subsettings are assumed to be independent from each other 

on each dimension, dimension parameter is assumed to be independent of the 

trim or slice input and TrimL parameter is assumed to be the dependency of 

TrimH  parameter. Cardinality = random(1: n)  means the number of 

dimension subsettings is less than n but larger than 1. random_invalid means 

only one random invalid request is adopted. Its search space is given in Table 14. 

Table 13 Valid and invalid parameter inputs for the studied case 2 

Input 

 

Service  Version  id d1 TrimL 1 TrimH 1 

Valid  Stubbed Stubbed stubbed d1 stubbed stubbed 

Invalid  - - - d_bogus - - 

 

Input 

 

SlicePoint 1 d2 TrimL 2 TrimH 2 SlicePoint 2 

Valid  Stubbed d2 stubbed stubbed Stubbed 

Invalid  - d_bogus - - - 

 

Input … dn, when 

n>=2 

TrimL n TrimH n SlicePoint n 

Valid  … dn stubbed stubbed stubbed 

Invalid  … d_bogus - - - 
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Table 14 Corresponding service test requests for the studied case 2 

Search 

space 

Service Version id dimensions ( TrimL, 

TrimH) or 

SlicePoint 

Valid  stubbed stubbed stubbed - - 

Valid  stubbed stubbed stubbed some valid 

dimension 

values 

stubbed 

Valid  stubbed stubbed stubbed all valid 

dimension 

values 

stubbed 

Invalid stubbed stubbed stubbed a list of 

dimensions 

with one 

invalid value 

stubbed 

 

  To evaluate the test request maturity we designed, we used STRG-QL results which 

meet the specified criteria according to the specifications studied and compared them 

with hard-coded, random, and exhaustive approaches.  

  The hard-coded approach sends a constant number of requests with hard-coded 

parameters to the service entries. The random approach sends a constant number of 

requests with random valued parameters to the service entries and the exhaustive 

approach sends requests of exponential complexity to the service entries. 

  To assess the maturity metrics [59] of the requests considered, we distinguish three 

maturity levels: 

o immature means the designed test requests are always less than needed; 

o over-mature means the designed test requests meet all specified criteria, but 
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are more than needed;   

o fitting means the designed test requests meet all specified criteria and the 

number of requests is minimal.      

  If c1 is the number of valid requests of the hard-coded approach, c2 is the number of 

invalid requests of the hard-coded approach, r1 is the number of valid requests of the 

random approach, r2 is the number of invalid requests of the random approach, n is 

the number of atomic parameters, xi is the number of inputs for each atomic parameter, 

v1 is the number of valid requests of STRG-QL results, and v2 is the number of invalid 

requests of STRG-QL results, we compared the numbers of generated tests of these 

approaches in Table 15. 

Table 15 Comparison on the numbers of generated test requests 

 Approach 

EQC 

Hard-coded Random 

approach 

Exhaustive 

approach 

RPRA 

approach 

Valid c1 r1  
n

i
i

x∏  

v1 

Invalid  c2 r2 v2 

 

  The hard-coded inputs may match the specified criteria. However, it is easy to 

create false service messages to pass the test. Random approach makes such forged 

activities impossible. However, such a testing is either immature when only a small 

number of requests are generated or over-mature when a large number of requests are 

generated. By coincidence, the designed tests match the requirement exactly. 

Exhaustive approach is always over mature due to trivial inputs. The fitting case is 

hard to achieve. Request Parameter Relationship Analysis (RPRA) uses STRG-QL to 

generate a search space which contains the minimally necessary requests which, at the 

same time, are specification consistent.  
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6.4 Global statement validity   

6.4.1 Dependencies among requirements and requirement modules 

We derive 103 conformance statements from the WCS Core [69], the GML 

Application Schema for Coverages [67] and the three protocol extensions 

[70][71][72]. In these specifications, beyond the explicit dependencies among 

requirements, there are some implicit dependencies. As stated in the specification 

model [79] of OGC, a requirements class is an aggregation of all requirement modules 

that must all be satisfied to satisfy the corresponding conformance test class; a 

requirements module is an aggregation of requirements and recommendations of a 

specification. Therefore, a goal which declares conformance of a requirements class, 

contains subgoals which are to declare conformance of its corresponding requirement 

modules. A goal which declares conformance of a requirements module, contains 

subgoals which are to declare conformance of its corresponding requirements. 

Recommendations, which consist of non-testable and non-mandatory statements, are 

not considered in this study case.  

  There are explicit and implicit dependencies among requirements. These include 

dependencies between requirements of service requests and responses, dependencies 

between service contents and their models and dependencies between service 

operations and their communication protocols. Dependencies are considered as 

statement subordinations. We model these by IDGM. Firstly, we derive atomic 

conformance statements for each requirement; secondly, we derive composite 

conformance statements for each requirement module and each requirement class; 

thirdly, we treat each conformance statement as a test goal and derive well-designed 

goals by integrating logical subordinations (See Figure 9 and Annex B.1 for the 

results). 
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Figure 9 IDGM of the study case 

6.4.2 A sequential evaluation schedule 

We condense the non-singular strongly-connected components to vertices in the 

IDGM and apply the schedule algorithm on the derived DAG (see Figure 11 Annex 

B.2 for their logical relationships). To detect these strongly-connected components, 

we apply the Kosaraju algorithm [89] in the IDGM. There are two non-singular 

strongly-connected components found in the IDGM (see Figure 10 and Table 16).  
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Figure 10 Non-singular strongly-connected components (NSC) of the studied case 

Table 16 Non-singular strongly-connected components (NSC) of the studied case 

NSC Vertices 

1 19, 18, 46, 59, 39, 51, 60, 38, 37, 36, 31, 41, 28, 27, 25, 30, 

17, 3, 24, 26 

2 82 81 80 78 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NSC1 

NSC2 
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Figure 11 Condensed DAG of the study case 

  To disentangle the non-singular strongly-connected components, we apply the 

domain knowledge to initiate the starting vertices. For example, conformance 

statements about requests of the three respective WCS operations and WCS service 

capabilities should be evaluated before evaluating further conformance statements. In 

this way, we sequentialize the schedule. Firstly, we initiate the corresponding 

conformance statements 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 30 and 41 in NSC1 (see Figure 12). 

Secondly, we disentangle the NSC1 according to the possible truth result expression 

in Section 5.4.2. Then, we find that statements of 51 and 60 form a false deadlock 

when CS36 is evaluated as true (see Figure 12). Therefore, we initiate statement 60 

and schedule it ahead of statement 51. In NSC2, we initiate statement 78 as its 

outdegree is larger than statement 80, 81 and 82. The result is shown in Table 17. 

CS105 

CS104 
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Figure 12 False deadlock of the study case 

Table 17 Topological sorting results 

 Output 

DAG 101 102 103 11 29 34 35 40 45 48 49 61 62 63 64 65 66 

67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 77 79 99 44 43 47 104 105 98 

97 96 95 94 93 92 89 88 87 86 85 76 57 56 55 54 53 32 

23 21 20 16 15 14 12 10 9 13 100 90 83 8 6 52 7 91 84 

75 42 2 58 22 5 4 1 

NSC1(104) 24 25 26 27 28 30 41 36 19 18 17 60 39 37 3 59 51 46 

38 31 

NSC2(105) 78 80 81 82 

 

6.4.3 Evaluate global statement validity based on 3A-TRE  

  We implement 3A-TRE language to evaluate validity of global statements (see 

Annex A). For example, conformance statement CS1 is evaluated by  

OWA: CS2 ∧ CS3 ∧ CS4 ∧ CS5  

and CS2 is evaluated by  

CWA: CS6 ∧ CS7 ∧ CS8 

Then, CS1 is evaluated by  

OWA: (CWA: CS6 ∧ CS7 ∧ CS8) ∧ (OWA: CS3 ∧ CS4 ∧ CS5) 

An iteration process on compound statements will find all statements which are 

necessary to be evaluated. If the actual derived statement result number is m and the 

necessary result number is n, the audit trail capability can be measured by m/n.  

6.4.4 A statement validity evaluation case 

As a thread of OGC Web Services, Phase 8 (OWS-8) Interoperability Initiative 

��60 � CS36 � ��51 
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activity, Observation Fusion thread combines the OGC WCS 

architecture with the results 

ETS. Meanwhile, Rasdaman, 

implements this standard. The 

approach. The implementation and the test suite, which are derived from the same 

standards suite, are developed in parallel and promote each other in a conformance 

testing round (see Figure 12). 

Figure 13

 In a round of conformance 

conformant with the declared requirements

modeled IDGM, in which each statement is valued as 

validity evaluation is carried out based on this IDGM. 

results are visualized by Graphviz

of the conformance testing 

round are shown in Figure 14

WCS 2.0 entries

, Observation Fusion thread combines the OGC WCS 2.0 standard and 

 of the recent OGC development of WCS 2.0 

Rasdaman, the Scalable Multi-Dimensional Array Analytics Server

The development of the test suite follows a cross

The implementation and the test suite, which are derived from the same 

standards suite, are developed in parallel and promote each other in a conformance 

).  

 

 

13 A conformance testing round example 

conformance testing, the test tests whether the implementation is 

conformant with the declared requirements. Test results are used to instantiate the 

modeled IDGM, in which each statement is valued as T, U or F. Then, statement 

validity evaluation is carried out based on this IDGM. Test results and evaluation 

Graphviz, T as green, U as yellow and F as red. We

conformance testing rounds to illustrate this application. Test results of this 

Figure 14 .  

WCS 2.0 entries 

   test 

feedback 

Test, Evaluation,  

And Measurement (TEAM) Engine 

standard and 

2.0 ATS and 

Dimensional Array Analytics Server, 

development of the test suite follows a cross-testing 

The implementation and the test suite, which are derived from the same 

standards suite, are developed in parallel and promote each other in a conformance 

testing, the test tests whether the implementation is 

to instantiate the 

Then, statement 

Test results and evaluation 

We use one 

esults of this 
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Figure 14 Test results of 

  CWA, OWA and SA evaluations are carried out

schedule algorithm (see Annex C)

Figure 15 and Figure 17.

non-credible statements are distinguish

Test results of a conformance testing round  

WA and SA evaluations are carried out based on the sequential evaluation

schedule algorithm (see Annex C). The results are specifically shown in Figure 

17. The fully credible, questionable, and completely 

distinguished accordingly. 

 

equential evaluation 

Figure 15, 

and completely 
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 Figure 

 Figure 

 Figure 

 

Figure 16 CWA evaluation result 

Figure 16 OWA evaluation result 

Figure 17 SA evaluation result 
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6.5 Summary 

Our study example is geo service standardization, specifically: geo raster services 

based on OGC WCS 2.0. The Executable Test Suite (ETS) which has become the 

conformance test suite of WCS in OGC’s Compliance and Interoperability Testing 

Initiative (CITE) program in 2011 as decided by OGC. The theoretical results 

described in the earlier sections form the basis to generate the evaluation schedule of 

the validity of the corresponding conformance statements. The fixpoint in Section 

5.4.1 proves that it is safe to have mutual dependencies among requirements with 

proper evaluation schedule. However, these mutual dependencies may result in 

different fixpoint locations according to different initial statements. These may 

introduce extra testing and implementation work when truth values of dependencies 

are reversed. Therefore, it is important to have domain experts involved and indentify 

these initial statements. When the corresponding starting statements are stable, the 

following works, implementations, testing or specification revisions can continue as 

scheduled. When service implementations and test suites are fixed, the evaluation 

schedule can help to distinguish the fully credible, questionable and completely 

non-credible statements. A completely non-credible statement means the 

corresponding service implementation and test suite need to be coherent; a 

questionable statement means that the corresponding requirement or test suite is not 

complete and needs further works to cover the untouched constraints; and a fully 

credible statement means the corresponding requirement, service implementation and 

test suite are coherent. Obviously, conformance statements generation is important in 

this process. This requires that the corresponding well-designed goals, which are 

modeled by domain experts, should match the specified requirements and their 

corresponding modules and dependencies.  
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7 Conclusions and contribution  

We have investigated testing Web services against complex specifications consisting 

of requirements with manifold dependencies among them. Here are our novel 

contributions.  

● A specification-based quality model has been derived to address service 

interface compliance, test maturity and global conformance statement validity. 

Functional compliance is used to measure the compliance items of the service 

interfaces. To measure the maturity of the designed tests, a metric of test 

coverage based on RPRA is proposed to evaluate the test coverage of the 

design tests. To analyze the test results, 3A-TRE, a three-valued logic 

expression, was modeled to evaluate the validity based on the proposed 

integrated dependency and goal model (IDGM).  

● Based on the modeled parameter relationships, a RPRA-based search space 

generation approach is proposed to derive minimal necessary and 

specification-consistent service test requests. The approach is also applied to 

evaluate the maturity of the designed tests. 

● Based on the oracle study, a deductive reasoning approach is proposed to 

address reference output adoption.  

● Proof has been provided, based on fixpoint theory, that the serialized evaluation 

is stable in an isolated testing environment. When a fixed logic assumption 

strategy is adopted for initiating nodes of deadlocks, the fixpoint location is 

unique. However, this fixpoint location is always indeterminable since the logic 

assumptions are not always explicit during the evaluation process. The 

evaluation helps to distinguish the fully credible, questionable and completely 

non-credible statements. 

● A method has been established to create a correct sequence for checking the 

conformance statements of a given specification. This is based on a 

three-valued logic, properly taking into account open world assumption (OWA), 

closed world assumption (CWA) and stub assumption (SA). 
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  We feel, however, that these results transcend geospatial service testing and allow 

improved and more efficient Web service testing in general based on specifications 

which make their interdependencies explicit. From this perspective, our research also 

considers the question of how to craft specifications – and, hence, standards – in a 

way which eases rigid testing. Request Parameter Relationship Analysis (RPRA) helps 

to identify relationships among parameters and can be used to generate 

specification-consistent test requests. The proposed deductive reasoning approach, 

which helps to adopt suitable reference outputs according to the corresponding service 

facts, should be adopted to certify proper service capabilities. Integrated dependency 

and goal model (IDGM), which identifies well-designed goals and provides global 

validity conformance statements, should be used to model relationships among 

requirements and their corresponding modules. The derived quality model can be used 

to assess these approaches. However, there is still work to be done for an even more 

trustworthy interoperable service environment, for example, semantic-based 

parameter relationship extraction, systematic reference outputs ordering and 

concurrent evaluation of multi-source conformance statements under a distributed 

testing environment.      
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Annex A 3A-TRE Syntax 

See the corresponding description in Section 4.1 

For example, the result of CWA:T � U is F  

EASumExpUnary. ASUMExp ::= ASUM ":" TRE; 

EASumExpParenthesis. TRE ::= "(" ASUMExp ")" ; 

ETREBinary. TRE ::= TRE OP TRE; 

ETREParenthesis. TRE ::= "(" TRE ")" ; 

ETREUnary. TRE ::= TS ; 

EASumOWA. ASUM ::= "OWA"; 

EASumSA. ASUM ::= "SA"; 

EASumCWA. ASUM ::= "CWA"; 

ESTrue. TS ::= "T" ; 

ESFalse. TS ::= "F"; 

ESUnknown. TS ::= "U"; 

EOPAnd. OP ::= " �"; 

EOPOr. OP ::= " �"; 

Annex B Conformance statements 

B.1 Statements with non-singular strongly-connected components 

See the corresponding description in Section 6.4.1 

 

CS1= CS2 ∧ CS3 ∧ CS4 ∧ CS5  

CS2= CS6 ∧ CS7 ∧ CS8  

CS3= CS17 ∧ CS18 ∧ CS19  

CS4= CS20 ∧ CS21 ∧ CS22 ∧ CS23 ∧ CS58  

CS5= CS57 ∧ CS58 ∧ CS59  

CS6= CS9 ∧ CS10 ∧ CS11 ∧ CS60  

CS7= CS12 ∧ CS13  

CS8= CS14 ∧ CS15 ∧ CS16  
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CS9= CS26 ∧ CS36 ∧ CS51 

CS10= CS26 ∧ CS36 ∧ CS51  

CS11= CS26 ∧ CS36 ∧ CS51 ∧ CS60 

CS12= CS26 ∧ CS28 ∧ CS51  

CS13= CS26  

CS14= CS26  

CS15= CS26  

CS16= CS24 ∧ CS26 ∧ CS30 ∧ CS41  

CS17= CS24 ∧ CS30 ∧ CS41  

CS18= CS24 ∧ CS30 ∧ CS41  

CS19= CS24 ∧ CS30 ∧ CS41  

CS20= CS24 ∧ CS25  

CS21= CS29 ∧ CS30 ∧ CS31 ∧ CS32  

CS22= CS40 ∧ CS41 ∧ CS42 ∧ CS43  

CS23= CS28 ∧ CS36 ∧ CS51  

CS24= CS3   

CS25= CS26 ∧ CS27 ∧ CS28  

CS26= CS24  

CS27= CS26 ∧ CS101  

CS28= CS26 ∧ CS30  

CS30= CS3 ∧ CS25 ∧ CS29 ∧ CS34 ∧ CS35  

CS31= CS36 ∧ CS37 ∧ CS38 ∧ CS39 ∧ CS59   

CS32= CS30 ∧ CS102 

CS36= CS30  

CS37= CS36  

CS38= CS36 ∧ CS60  

CS39= CS36 

CS41= CS3 ∧ CS25 ∧ CS31 ∧ CS40 ∧ CS44 ∧ CS45 ∧ CS46 ∧ CS47 
∧ CS48 ∧ CS49 ∧ CS50  

CS42= CS51 ∧ CS52 ∧ CS53 ∧ CS54 ∧ CS55 ∧ CS56 ∧ CS59  
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CS43= CS102  

CS44= CS101  

CS46= CS60   

CS47= CS103 

CS51= CS41 ∧ CS60  

CS52= CS13 ∧ CS41  

CS53= CS41  

CS54= CS41   

CS55= CS41   

CS56= CS41  

CS57= CS26  

CS58= CS26 and (CS75 ∨ CS84 ∨ CS91) 

CS59= CS26 ∧ CS60   

CS60: (CS36 ∨ CS51) ∧ CS61 ∧ CS62 ∧ CS63 ∧ CS64 ∧ CS65 ∧ CS66 
∧ CS67 ∧ CS68 ∧ CS69 ∧ CS70 ∧ CS71 ∧ CS72 ∧ CS73 ∧ CS74  

CS75= CS76 ∧ CS77 ∧ CS78 ∧ CS79 ∧ CS80 ∧ CS81 ∧ CS82 ∧ CS83  

CS76= CS26  

CS78= CS24 ∧ CS30 ∧ CS41 ∧ CS80 ∧ CS81 ∧ CS82  

CS79= CS26 ∧ CS78  

CS80= CS30 ∧ CS78  

CS81= CS41 ∧ CS78  

CS82= CS41 ∧ CS78   

CS83= CS32 ∧ CS43  

CS84= CS85 ∧ CS86 ∧ CS87 ∧ CS88 ∧ CS89 ∧ CS90   

CS85= CS26 

CS86= CS26 

CS87= CS24  

CS88= CS30  

CS89= CS41  

CS90= CS32 ∧ CS43  
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CS91= CS92 ∧ CS93 ∧ CS94 ∧ CS95 ∧ CS96 ∧ CS97 ∧ CS98 ∧ CS99 
∧ CS100 

CS92= CS26  

CS93= CS26   

CS94= CS24 ∧ CS30 ∧ CS41  

CS95= CS24 ∧ CS30 ∧ CS41   

CS96= CS41  

CS97= CS41  

CS98= CS24 ∧ CS30 ∧ CS41  

CS100= CS32 ∧ CS43  

CS101 

CS102 

CS103 

 

B.2 Statements without non-singular strongly-connected components 

See the corresponding description in Section 6.4.2 

 

CS1= CS2 ∧ CS4 ∧ CS5 ∧ CS104   

CS2= CS6 ∧ CS7 ∧ CS8   

CS4= CS20 ∧ CS21 ∧ CS22 ∧ CS23 ∧ CS58   

CS5= CS57 ∧ CS58 ∧ CS104   

CS6= CS9 ∧ CS10 ∧ CS11 ∧ CS104   

CS7= CS12 ∧ CS13   

CS8= CS14 ∧ CS15 ∧ CS16   

CS9= CS104   

CS10= CS104   

CS12= CS104   

CS13= CS105   

CS14= CS104   

CS15= CS104   
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CS16= CS104   

CS20= CS104   

CS21= CS29 ∧ CS104   

CS22= CS40 ∧ CS42 ∧ CS43 ∧ CS104   

CS23= CS104   

CS32= CS102 ∧ CS104   

CS42= CS52 ∧ CS53 ∧ CS54 ∧ CS55 ∧ CS56 ∧ CS104   

CS43= CS102   

CS44= CS101   

CS47= CS103   

CS52= CS13 ∧ CS104   

CS53= CS104   

CS54= CS104   

CS55= CS104   

CS56= CS104   

CS57= CS104   

CS58= CS75 ∧ CS84 ∧ CS91 ∧ CS104   

CS75= CS76 ∧ CS77 ∧ CS79 ∧ CS83 ∧ CS105   

CS76= CS104   

CS83= CS32 ∧ CS43   

CS84= CS85 ∧ CS86 ∧ CS87 ∧ CS88 ∧ CS89 ∧ CS90   

CS85= CS104   

CS86= CS104   

CS87= CS104   

CS88= CS104   

CS89= CS104   

CS90= CS32 ∧ CS43   

CS91= CS92 ∧ CS93 ∧ CS94 ∧ CS95 ∧ CS96 ∧ CS97 ∧ CS98 ∧ CS99 
∧ CS100   

CS92= CS104   
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CS93= CS104   

CS94= CS104   

CS95= CS104   

CS96= CS104   

CS97= CS104   

CS98= CS104   

CS100= CS32 ∧ CS43   

CS104= CS29 ∧ CS34 ∧ CS35 ∧ CS40 ∧ CS44 ∧ CS45 ∧ CS47 ∧ CS48 
∧ CS49 ∧ CS61 ∧ CS62 ∧ CS63 ∧ CS64 ∧ CS65 ∧ CS66 ∧ CS67 ∧ CS68 
∧ CS69 ∧ CS70 ∧ CS71 ∧ CS72 ∧ CS73 ∧ CS74 ∧ CS101   

CS105= CS104   

Annex C IDGM evaluation schedule algorithm 

See the corresponding description in Section 5.4.3 

 

Boolean Evaluation_Schedule (Node S, Graph G) 

// G is a Directed Acyclic Diagram (DAG). S is the starting 

node of G with an initial truth value. The function  reevaluates 

the truth value of S. The root S, which is disentan gled from 

its dependencies, is the predecessor of all nodes o f the DAG 

and needs to be reevaluated to check whether the de rived truth 

value is consistent with the initial one.  

{ 

Node P; 

NodeQueue L; 

//L is the queue (First-In-First-Out) of nodes with  all of 

their dependencies been explored.  

L.Add(S); 

//add the starting node into the queue 
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while not L.IsEmpty() Do 

P = L.Pop(); 

//get the node at the front of the queue  

//  evaluate the node that have not yet been explored   

If not P.IsCondensed() 

evaluate(P);   

//the function evaluates an atomic node according t o 

its dependencies if it is not the root 

Else  

Graph G’ = V.GetGraph(); 

//derive the Graph from the condensed node  

Node I = G’.GetInitalNode(); 

//get the initial node of the derived Graph 

t = ini(); 

//get the initial truth value 

I.truthValue = t; 

//initiate the node with the given truth value  

GetStableResult(t, I, G’); 

//the function derives the stable result of the 

derived Graph 

EndIf 

lable(P); 

//label the node 

For each V in P.GetNext();  

// P.GetNext() retrieves unexplored nodes that have  

all of their dependencies been explored 

L.Add(V); 

EndFor 

L.Remove(P); 

//remove P from the front of the queue  
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EndDo 

Return root_evaluate(S); 

// reevaluate the truth value of the root according  to its 

dependencies which are disentangled from S  

}  

 

Int GetStableResult (Boolean t, Node I, Graph G) 

//G is a non-singular strongly-connected component and Node 

I is one of its nodes, which is initialized by a gi ven truth 

value t. The function evaluates the stable result o f the Graph 

{ 

Graph G’ = G.Disentangle (I); 

//disentangle node I from its dependencies and deri ve a new 

graph 

G’ = G’.Condense(G’); 

//condense the graph to get a Directed Acyclic Grap h (DAG) 

Boolean t’ = Evaluation_Schedule (I, G’); 

//evaluate truth value of node I to check whether i t is 

consistent with the initial input  

If t’ == t 

Return OK; 

//if the derived result is consistent with the init ial 

input, the stable result is derived  

Else 

t = t’; 

GetStableResult(t, I, G);  

//otherwise, the derived result is used to evaluate  the 

stable result  

EndIf  

} 
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